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Abstract
This paper treats the lineaz model y- ~13 f E under the restriction CQ - 0
for azbitrary C. Considered are the identification, estimating and testing of lineaz
combinations D,3. A canonical decomposition of the rows of C admits a simple
form of corresponding linear subspaces. It is the key for the results on estimating
and testing. Some examples with unbalanced data in the field of experimental
design are used for illustration.
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Consider the linear model
y-l~f-, p-.l;~, E{~}-0
with dependent variable y E Rn, deterministic independent variables X E R"xk, un-
known regression coefficients ~3 E Rk and error ~ E R". We assume that G(E) does not
depend on ~3.
In the unrestricted linear model we assume that the set of possible (j-values is K- Rk.
This leads to the corresponding ]ineair subspace L- X(lí )- 7Z(X ) C Rn of ~-values.
Here 1Z(X) -{X~3,{3 E Rk} denotes the range of .X.
We will speak of a restricted linear model if it is known that Q satisfies (homogeneous)
linear restrictions, to be written as C~3 - 0 with C E Rpxk. Then the set of unknown
Q-values is the lineair subspace !ío -.ti'(C) C Ií. Here a~(C) -{~3 : C~3 - 0} denotes
the null-space of C. This leads to a corresponding linear subspace Lo - X(Ko) C L.
For the restricted linear model we are interested in values of (homogeneous) linear
combinations DQ with D E Rmxk. ~t first we ha~~e to solve the problem of the identifi-
ability of D~3 (J~ E lío), i.e. the fact that different values of D~3 (,3 E lío) correspond to
different probability distributions of y(see Prakaso Rao (1992), 7.2 or Van der Genugten
(1977)). For this model this is equivalent to the fact that Dt3 (r3 E lío) can be estimated
unbiasedly. Since only the estimation of identifiable linear combinaties makes sense, we
consider thereafter the LS-estimation of identifiable D3 (,3 E Ko). Finally, for ,Q E lío
we treat the testing problem Ho : D,3 - 0 against HI : D3 ~ 0 or Ho : ~3 E Koo against
Hi : Q E Ko - líoo with lívo -{~3 : D~3 - O, C,3 - 0} C lío. This testing problem is
identifiable iff D~3 (,3 E lío) is identifiable.
The solution of these problems in terms of linear subspaces is easy and well-known:
- ldentifiability: D;3 (,3 E lío) is identifiable iff there exists an A E Rmx" with
DD - AX ~3, á E Iío. (i.e. iff D3 is a linear function of p E Lo.)
- LS-estimation: For Ee -.~ ;3 E Lo the LS-estimate is unique and given by zo - Poy
with Po the projection matrix with respect to Lo. Any bo E lío with zo - Xbo is
LS-estimate of d E lío. The LS-estimate of identifiable D~3 (,3 E !ío) is unique and
given by Dbo. The SS:~1 is given by ~zo~2 - 6o.?i'y and SSE by ~eo~2 - lyl2 - Izl2,
where eo - y- zo is the projection of y onto Ra - Lá . The MSE is given
bY Qó - ~EO~2~ dim Ro since dimensions of linear spaces correspond to degrees of
freedom.
- Testing: The identifiable testing problem Ho : D~3 - 0 against Hl : DQ ~ 0 can be
written equivalently as Ho :~ E Loo against Hl :~C E Lo - Loo with Loo - X (Ifoo).3
Let Lol be the orthogonal complement of Loo with respect to Lo and zoi - Poiy
the corresponding orthogonal projectioti. Then the usual F-statistic for this testing
problem is defined by
~4oi~2~ dim Loi
F~ - ~eo~z~ dim Ro
.
The difficult part of the solution of these problems is its translation in terms of the
original matrices C and D generating the linear spaces.
For the unrestricted model the results in terms of D are standard and can be found
in any serious textbook on linear regression, although the relation with linear subspaces
is often hidden by long matrix manipulations.
For the restricted model the formulae for the calculation of an LS-estimate bo E
Iío for Q E lío are often emphasized (e.g. see Rao (19ï3)). In fact, if Q E Ko is
not identifiable then this is not interesting at all. ~Ve will treat the L5-estimation of
identifiable D,~ (3 E I~o) and show that calculations can be simplified and are based on
the underlying geometry of linear spaces. The ke}~ ~~~ill be formed by a so called canonical
decomposition of the rows of C.
In Searle (19Sï) attention is paid to the geometry behind the LS-calculations too.
T~eo special cases are considered: (i) the case that C;3 is identifiable in the unrestricted
model, (ii) the case that C is of full row-rank and that c'~3 is non-identifiable in the
unrestricted model for e~.ery ro~~~ c' of C. ~~'e will treat the case of general C without
imposing any rank-condition. This is just ~~.hat ~~~e need for arbitrary ANO(CO)VA-
models with possibly unbalanced data or ~~~ith empty cells.
In the procedure GL~1 of the computer package SAS much effort is given for specifying
the class of all identifiable linear combinations in a simple way. Results only apply to
the unrestricted linear model. ~~'e ~ti.ill gi~~e the generalization for the restricted linear
model.
In section 2 ~~~e recall the basic results on identification, estimation and testing for the
unrestricted model. The sections 3-5 concern the restricted linear model. The results
in terms of C and D are straiglitfor~~-ard generalizations of those in section 2. Finally,
section 6 contains t~ti~o numerical examples in the field of experimental design.4
2 The unrestricted linear model
We recall some notations and properties. For any A E Rnxm ~.e write 7Z(A) C R" for
the range and ~V(A) C Rm for the null-space. Note that 7Z(A'A) - TL(A') - N(A)1.
By definition A- E
Rmxn is g-inverse of A if AA-A - A. Such a matrix acts as a
normal inverse for appropriate matrices B : BA-A - B iff TZ(B') C 1Z(A'). Note that
~Z(A') - TZ ((A-A)'). If (A'A)- is g-inverse of .9, then A- -(A'.9)-A' is g-inverse of A.
Row partition is denoted by [Ao; A1]. So, [Ao; A1] - [Aó Ai]'.
In this section we consider the unrestricted linear model with Q E K - R~ and
{~ - XQ E L- R(X). The LS-estimate for p E L is z- Py, with P- X(X'X)-X' the
projection matrix with respect to L. Any b E lí ~vith z- Xb is LS-estimate of Q E K
or, equivalently, b-(.~'X)'.~í'y for some g-inverse (X'X)- of X'.~. Given (X'X)' its
transpose is also g-inverse of X'X.
We consider the linear combination C~i (instead of DQ). Then Ho : CQ - 0 against
Hl : CQ ~ 0 can be written as Ho :,0 E lío against Hl :~ E K- Ko with Ko - N(C)
defined as in section 1. In connection with Lo - X(lío) we consider the orthogonal
complement L1 of Lo with respect to L. ~i~e write z~ - Ply and bl for an LS-estimate of
~ E líl, where Ií, -{ 3:.~;3 E L, }.
Theorem 2.1 ( rank condition for identification)
CQ (Q E lí) is identifiable ~ 7Z(C') C R.(X') ~ Cl3 - CíY'3, ~3 E K for some W
with 1Z(IV) C TZ(X'X).
Theorem 2.2 (LS-estimation)
CQ (~3 E lí ) is identifiable iff Cb does not depend on the particular LS-solution b E K.
Choose some fixed g-inverse (.~'.~ )- of .l~'.1. Set J-(X'X)-X'.X. Note that
XJ -.~. Since ~Z(X') - 7Z(.~~'.~ )- 7Z(J') it easily follows from theorem 2.1:
Theorem 2.3 ( zero-condition for identification)
CQ ((j E K) is identifiable iff C(1~; - J) - 0.
Corollary. Since J,3 (~3 E K) is identifiable the class of all identifiable linear combina-
tions of ~á E lí is generated b~. prematrixmultiplication of JQ..5
Theorem 2.4 (mean and variance)
Let D[3,;3 E lí be identifiable. Then for Q E lí :
E{D6} - D~3.
Furthermore, if V{e} - Q~In then
V{Db} - o2D( X'X)-D'.
For identifiable C~3„~3 E lí (or equivalently 1Z(C') C TZ(X')) consider the testing pro-
blem Ho : C~? - 0 (or ~3 E lío) against Hl : C,3 ~ 0(or ~3 E lí - lío). Equivalently, we
can write Ho :~ E Lo against H~ : p, E L- Lo. (Here ~ee use the symbol C in stead of
D to obtain an easy reference in the sections 3 and 4. )
Theorem 2.5 (orthogonal complement L1)
Suppose 1Z(C') C 1Z(.k'). Then, writing H-(.~'.I )- we have:




~-~~~ - y'-~b~ - (Cbj'(CHC')-(Cb).
Remark. i~ote that .~ H'C' -.~'HC'. So in the expression for L~ or b we may replace
H' by H. Howe~.er, the given expressions correspond better to the case for the restricted
model.
The SA5-system uses a particular g-im.erse (.l''.C")~ of X'X. The construction is as
follows:
1`) ~~-rite X- [xl...~~;~ and let the index set S be defined by S- {j : a; lin. indep.
of ~l...x;-,} (~~.ith the convention 1 E S if xl ~ 0). Delete from X'X all rows and
columns j with j~ S (i.e. eliminate linear dependencies). This gives a submatrix
.9 of .~'.~ with full rank.
2`) Calcula[e A-'.
3`) Construct (.~'.l )` by adding to A-' zero-ro~~~s and zero-columns at the deleted
7 ~ S.
Note that (X'X)~ is reflexive (symmetric and such that X'X is g-inverse of (X'X)~).
Furthermore, this g-inverse leads to the corresponding matrix J-(X'X)~X'X with:
iES : J,;-1 ,J;~-OifjCi
i~S : J;;-O foralljGiwithj~S.6
So, J is upperdiagonal and XJ - X. Therefore, the jth column of J gives for j ~ S the
coefficients of the linear combination of x~ in terms of xr...xj-1. It is this property that
makes the particular choice (X'X )~ ~~ery attractive. In particular, in the LS-solution
b-(X'X )~X'y we get for the jth component b~ that b~ - 0 if x~ is linear dependent on
xl..., x~-1.
If necessary, SAS calculates its g-inverse .~~ of X as X~ -(X'X)~X'.
3 Identification in the restricted linear model
Consider the restricted linear model with ~3 E fío with lío - {,0 : C,9 - 0}. We are
interested in the linear combination D,3.
Theorem 3.1 (rank condition for identification)
DQ (~3 E fío) is identifiable a 1Z(D') C 1Z(X' C') t~ D3 - DIf'o3„0 E Iío for some Wo
with 7Z(I~~ó) C R(X'X ).
Proof. We will use the fact (see section I) that D,3 (,3 E Iío) is identifiable iff there
exists an A E Rmxn with D3 -.~X.3, .3 E fío.
1`) Suppose D3 (.3 E fío) is identifiable. Then for some A w-e ha~-e (D - AX)Q - 0,
Q E fío. Hence, .1'(C) - fío C,1'(D -.d.~ ) or TZ(C') -;~'(C)i ~ N(D - AX)L
- 7Z((D-A.~ )'). So. thereexists an [' w~ith (D-A.l')' - C'V' or D' - X'A'-~C'V'.
This implies 1Z(D') C R(.fi"' C').
2`) Suppose 7Z(D') C 7Z(X' C') or eyui~.alently 7Z(D') C 7Z(.l'.~í C'). Then D-
D [.~í'.~ ; C]- [.`;"'.fi" ; C] or. w~ritting [H G] - [.l"'X ; C]- ,
D- D(HX'.l" t GC) - DH.fi''.1 -~ DGC. 50, for all ,3 E Iío - ~ti'(C) we
have D3 - DH.fi"'.~~3 f DGC'á - DH.~"'.~".3 - D[ió.3 for lLo - HX'X. This
expression for it ó implies TZ(lhó) C 7Z(.l".Y).
3`) 5uppose D,~ - DIf o:3,;3 E lío with 72(iI ó) C TZ(X'.k ). ~~'e can write tVo - HX'X
for some H. This implies for any ;3 E Iío that DQ - DH.K'XQ - AXQ for
A- DHX'. So D,3 (,3 E fío) is identifiable. O
Theorem 3.2 (LS-estimation)
D,3 (i3 E lío) identifiable iff Dbo does not depend on the particular LS-solution 6o E Ko.Proof. According to theorem 3.1 we ha~-e D,3 (~3 E Iío) identifiable iff ?Z.(D') C
1Z(X'.X C').
1`) Suppose D~3 (~3 E lío) identifiable. Then for some Ao and V we have
D' -[X'X C'] [Aó ; V'] or D- Ao.~'X ~- VC.
For any LS-solution bo E lío this gives Dbo - AoX'Xbo f VCbo - AoX'Xbo -
AoX'zo. Since tio is unique this gives the result.
2`) Take a with X'Xa - 0 and Ca - 0. Then also .Ka - 0. If bo E lío is LS then
zo - Xbo - X(bo f a) and so 60 ~ a is also LS. Since Dbo is uniquely determined
we get Da - 0. So, N(X'.~' ; C) C.~1~"(D) or R(D') C 7Z(X'X C'). ~
Let Co be any submatrix with rows from C such that 7Z(.~' C') - 7Z(X' Co). Choose
some fixed g-inverse of (X'.l ; Co], say
[t1o Go] -
Define
~ ~ Jo - X X .l .I - Ho.1'.~- -~ GoCo. (3.1)
Co Co
~~'e have:
Theorem 3.3 (zero-condition for identification)
D~3 (~3 E Iío) is identifiable iff D(Ik - Jo) - 0.
Proof. ~~'ith theorem 3.1:
D~? (~3 E lío) identifiable t~ 7Z(D') C 1Z(.~' C') - ~Z(X'.1 Co)
t~ D- D[.~'.~ ; Co]- (.~-'.Y ; Co) - DJo a D(Ik - Jo) - 0. o
Corollary. Since Jo~3(~3 E lío) is identifiable ( because of 7Z(.~í'X Co) - 7Z(Jo)), the
class of all identifiable linear combinations of ,3 E lío is generated by prematrixmultipli-
cation of Jo~3. In particular, 3 E Iío is identifiable iff Jo - Ik.
From now on we will only consider a special choice of the g-inverse of [X'X; Co]. Let





~Ho Go] ~X'X ; Co] - HoX'X f GoC'o - (Ik - GoCo)(X',~)-(X'X) f GoCo -
(Ik-GoCo)JfGoCo-J-~Go(Co-CoJ)
we get, using XGo - 0, that
~Ho Go~ co [X'.~~
~'.~J ~ .~'.~co(Co -coJ) X'.x ~o
-[ CoJ f CoGo(Co - CoJ) -~ CoJ f(Co - CoJ)(Co - CoJ)-(Co -
X'X ~'.~
[ Co J-1- (Co - CoJ) - Co ~
Corollary.
Jo - IoJ f GoCo. (3.4)
According to theorem 2.3, corollar~~. J3(,3 E lí ) generates all identifiable linear com-
binations in the unrestricted model. According to theorem 3.3, corollary, Jo,O(~3 E Ko)
gives these combinations in the restricted modeL The corresponding correction formula
is given by (3.4).
Theorem 3.5 (condition for complete identification)
I3 E lío identifiable t~ ]oJ - lo.
Proof. From theorem 3.:3, corollary ~~~e get that 3o E lío is identifiable iff Jo - Ik. From
(3.2), (3.-1) ~~~e see that this is equi~~alent to !oJ - Io. ~
4 LS-estimation in the restricted linear model
f X'.~ 1 - ~ -~ ~-1J
(J -~ Go(Co - CoJ)) -
L co J co
In general there are many possible choices for Co such that ~Z(X'X C') -?Z(X'X Co).
The choice Co - C is the largest one. ~~'e will consider a special maximal choice for9
which a certain rank condition holds. The matrix of remaining rows of C is denoted by
Cr. By reordering the rows we can w-rite ~~.ithout loss of generality C- [Co; Cl]. We
will call this a canonical decomposition of C. Such a decomposition forms the key for a
simple representation of linear spaces within the context of LS.
At first we need a theorem on dimensions of linear spaces (compare Rao (1973)).
Theorem 4.1
dim Lo - r (.~C ; C) - r(C). (4.1)
Proof. Let s- r(C). The result is trivial for s- 0. Therefore assume s 1 1. Choose
W E Rkx~k-'~ such that r(Li~) - k- s and C!Y' - 0. Then
Lo - {xp : c,~ - o} - {xW7 : 7 E R'} - ~z(.~W).
Choose V E Rkx' such that [V 1V] E R~xk is non- singular. Then C[V W] -[CV 0]
and so CV E Rpx' with r(CV )- s. Since T(.~ V) C~1Z(C[~) this gives
r`CI - r`[C][Viï~]~-r`LCVCtiV JI -r`L CV 0,)-
- r(C1'~) f r(-fi'ii") - s-1- r(.Ylt') - r(C) f r(XtiV)-
Since L - 7Z(.l ) - R(.~ (1' iï~]) - ~Z(.l"[' .~ iF') this gi~~es dim Lo - r(J~W') -
- r (X ; C) - r(C). O
Let Co be a submatrix of ro~~.s from C. From theorem 4.1 applied to Co it follows
that r(X ; Co) - r(Co) decreases if the number of row-s in Co increases. For the empty
matrix Co the maximum r(.~ ) is attained. Since r(.l )- dim L~ dim Lo we have for
the full matrix Co - C that r(,l ) 7 r(,~ ; C) - r(C). Hence, there exists a submatrix
Co with a maximum number of rows (~ 0) from C such that
r(?~) - r (.~ ; Co) - r(Co). (4.2)
Given such Co we denote the submatrix of remaining rows by Cl. By reordering we may
assume without loss of generality that
C-[Co; Ci]
and we call this a cnnonical decompositioia of Co.
The construction of Co is quite easy by inspecting the rows of C subsequently. Let
C~ -[c~...c~] be the selection from C for Co at some intermediate stage j. (i.e. thelo
relation (4.1) holds for Co - C~). Consider the next row c' of C. Add c' to C~ iff (4.2)
holds for [ci...c'~ c'] too (in particular this will be true if c is linear dependent on cl, ..., c~).
After the last row the final stage j is reached and we can take Co - C~.
All theorems in this section refer to a canonical decomposition of C- [Co; Cl].
Theorem 4.2.
a) c'rowofCl~cER(X'Co).
b) c' row of Co linear independent of the other rows of Co ~ c~ 7Z(X').
c) c E 7Z(X') ~ c' row of Cl.
Proof.
a) By definition of C~ or Co:
r(X)-r(.l ; Co)-r(Co), r(.~)f 1-r(-~ ; Co; ~)-r(Co; ~).
Therefore necessarily c~ TZ(Co). This implies r(Co ; c) - r(Co) f 1 or
r(X ; Co ; c') - r(X ; Co). This gives c E 7Z(X' Có).
b) Let Coi be the submatrix of Co with c' deleted. Since c~ 1Z(Coi) we have r(Co) -
r(Coi) f 1. Hence, by definition of Co,
r(X ; Co) - r(X) f r(Co) ~ r(X ; Coi )- r(Coi) ~ r(Co) -
-r(.1 ; Cm)fl.
This implies c~ 7Z(.~' Cói ) and it follows that c~ 7Z(X').
c) If c' would be a row of Co then c E TZ(Co) and so r(X; Co) - r(Co) - r(X; Co;c') -
r(Co; c'). However, this contradicts that Co is maximal. O
Corollary. In the unrestricted linear model all rows of Co are non-identifiable.
The construction of the canonical decomposition can be simplified using theorem 4.2c.
Rows c' of C with c E 7Z(.~') belong to C~ and can be skipped for Co. According to
theorem 2.1 these c' are identifiable in the full model. From theorem 2.3 we see that
such rows correspond precisely to the zero-ro~~~s of C(Ik - J). So this set forms a subset
of the rows of Ci.
Theorem 4.3. 7Z(X' C') - TZ(X' Ca).
Proof. Follows from C' -[C~ C~] and theorem 4.'?, a.
Corollary 1. ~~'ith (4.1), (~.2) we get:
dim Lo - r(.~ )- r(C) f r(Co), dim L~ - r(C) - r(Co)
O11
Corollary 2. From corollary 1~ee get immediatel~~:
Co-CaLo-L.
From theorem 4.3 we see that it are precisely the rows of Co that help with further
identification in the restricted model. The corollary 2 gives the consequences of the most
extreme case Co - C. Then projections (and therefore also sum of squares and all kinds
of tests) are not affected by the restrictions.
Theorem 4.3 gives that the matrix Co in the canonical decomposition of C satisfies
the rank condition in section 3.
Theorem 4.4 (orthogonal complement L1)
L, - 7Z(XHóCi) (4.4)
p~ -(C, Ho.~")'(C, Ho.l'.l" HóCi )-(C~ Ho-~~) (4.5)
X'P,.l - (C,loJ)'(C,HoX'XHóC~)-(C~~o~) (4.6)
bi - HóCi (C,Ho.~'.1 HóC, )-C, lob (4.7)
zl - X 61 (4.8)
~z, ~~ - y'Xb, -(C, loó)'(C, t1oX'X FlóCi )- (C, loó). (4.9)
Proof. Since 1Z(Cl) C ~Z(X' Co) ~~~e have C1Jo - Cl. So, with (3.1):
{.1,3:Cod-O.C,.3-0}-
{.~;3 : Co3 - 0. C, Ho.~''.l':3 t C,GoCo3 - 0} -
{.~ ~3 : Co,3 - 0, C', HoX'.~":3 - 0 } -
{.~í,3 : Co~ - 0} n {.Y3 : C,Ho.~'.l'3 - 0}.
~~'ith theorem 4.3, corollor}~ 2, we see that {.~ :3 : Cod - 0} - L. So, Lo -
{XQ : C,Ho,~'.~;3 - 0} or L, - 7Z((C,Ho.I")') - 7Z(XHpCI). This proves (4.4). The
relations (4.5)-(4.9) follo~ti~ from (4.-1) using standard arguments.
Remark 1. The non-negative definite matrix in (4.5) -(4.7) and (4.11) can be simplified
if (X'X )- is reflexive:
C,Ho.X'XHóC, - C,lo(X'X)-IaC;. (4.10)1'?
Remark 2. Compare theorem 4.-1 for the restricted case with theorem 2.5 for the unre-
stricted case.
Define bo - b- bl. Then bo is not necessarily equal to some LS-solution bo E Ko. In
fact in general bo ~ Ko. However, we will show that for all identifiable estimating - and
testing problems we can act as if IoJbo is a LS-solution. So, the calculation of bo is never
needed.
Theorem 4.5 (model space Lo and residual space Ro)
X'PoX - X'X - .~'PIX (4.11)
zo - X bo (4.12)
~zol~ - y'.~bo (4.13)
DQ,Q E lío identifiable ~ Dbo - DHoX'zo - DloJbo (4.14)
~EO~~ - ~y~2 - ~zo~2 ,~ó - ~eo~z~ dim Ro (4.15)
Proof. Relation (4.11) follows from Lo 1 L1. ~~-ith (4.3) we get Xbo - Xb - Xbl -
z-zl - zo and this proves (-1.12). This implies (4.13). If D3,Q E lío is identifiable then
D-DJoandifboE IíoisLSthenCbo-OorCobo-O. ThisgivesDbo-DJobo-
DHoX'Xbo - DHoX',o - DHoX'.~ bo - DloJbo, proving (4.1~). Finally, (4.1.5) follows
from Lo 1 Ro. ~
The last theorem in this section shows that the LS-solution itself bo E lío is not
needed at all. It is the generalization of tlieorem 2.-1 for the restricted model.
Theorem 4.6. (mean and variance)
Let D~3,;3 E lío be identifiable. Then for c3 E Iío :
E{Dbo} - D.3.
Furthermore, if V{e} - v1!„ tlien
V{Dbo} - ~2(DHó)(-~'Po.~ )(DHó)'.
(4.16)
(4.17)
Proof. ~~~ith (4.1-1) we get
E{Dbo} - E{DHó.~'zo} - DHó.I"'.~d- DHo.X'X~3 ~ DGoCo~i - DJoQ - D~i-
This proves (-1.16). Substitution oí .o - Poy gives1:3
V{Dbo} - l'{DHó.I':o} - Q~(DHó)(.l'Po.Y)(DHó)'
proving (4.17). ~
Remark. In fact, (4.16) follo~ti~s immediately from the general result that LS-estimators
for linear combinations are unbiased iff such combinations are identifiable.
Of course, if for some reason one wants an explicit LS-solution bo E Ko this can be




for some do and some choice of the g-inverse. The usual derivation of (4.18) is via the






bo E!ío with y- .l bo 1.l"3 for all 3 E.t'(C)
bo E lío with 3'(.~í"'y -.~'.l'bo) - 0 for all 3 E~~(C)
bo E lío with .l"y -.l'.l bo E:~"(C)1 - 7Z(C')
Cbo - 0 and .~"'y -.l".~"60 --C'do for some do




C 0 do 0
and this is equi~.alent to (-l.lb).
5 Testing in the restricted model
For identifiable D,3, B E !ío consider the testing problem Ho : D3 - 0 (or ,3 E Koo)
against Hl : D;3 ~ 0 (or 3 E lío - líoo). Equi~-alently, we can write Ho :~ E Loo against
H,:pELo-Loo.
Let 601 be an LS-estimate for 3 E lío, ~~-ith lío, - {~3 : X~3 E Lol for some Q}. We
define
lo, -{Ik - C,(C,Ho.~'.~ HáC; )"C, Ho.~'.l Hó}'Io (5.1)1-1
Hor - lor(X'.i )-. (5.2)
Theorem 5.1 (orthogonal complement Lor )
dim Lor - r I D I- r(C)
Lor - ~(X HórD~)
bo, - HórD'(DHo,X'.~íHórD')-Dlorb
zot - -~bor
~zor~~ - y'.lboi - ÍDlo,b)'(DHo,.~'.lHorD')-(Dlolb). (5.7)
Proof. Since D,3, 3 E Iío is identifiable, ~~.e get from theorem 3.1 that TZ.(D') C
7Z(X' C'). ~~'ith theorem 4.1 this gi~.es
dimLoo-r(.fi"; C; D)-r(C; D)-r(.~ ; C)-r(C; D),
and so dim Lol - dim Lo- dim Loo - r(C ; D) - r(C), proving (5.3).
From theorem 4.3 we get that 7Z(D') C 7Z(.l" Co). So C,r -[C; D~ is the 1-part of the
canonical decomposition of [C ; D~. Therefore ~~~e can apply theorem 4.4 for the orthog-
onal complement Lrr of Loo. So (4.4) implies Lrr - 7Z(.XHóCIr) -?Z(XHoCi XHóD').
Since Lrr - Lor f Lr and Lr - 7Z(.l H~C~ )~~~e see that Lor is spanned by the columns
of (I„ - Pr) X HóD' -.~ Hór D' according to (4.5). The relations (5.5)-(5.7) correspond
to (4.7)-(4.9) and follow in the same ~~~ay. D
Remark. For the special case that Cr is empty (all rows of C help with identifica-
tion) we have Lo - L or bo - b. So, lol - fo and Hor - Ho,Lor - 7Z(XHoD') and
~zoriz - (Dlob)'(DHoX'.~í HóD')-(DIoG).
In the foregoing theorem ~zor~2 is the SS~I for Ho : D,d - 0 against Hr : DQ ~ 0 in
the restricted model 3 E Iío. From (5.2), (5.3) and theorem 2.5 it follows immediately
that ~zor~2 can also be interpreted as the SS~1 for Ho : DIor~3 - 0 against Hl : DIo1~3 ~ 0
in the full model Q E Ií.15
6 Examples
~~'e consider two examples. The first one is a simple collinear regression model and the
second one an unbalanced t,,.o-,va}~ .~~0~'.-~-model ,,.ith interaction and missing obser-
vations.
Example 1 (regression)
Let [y 1~] -
y ~
6 ~
2~ TZ 2g 2q Z'S
1 2 4 6 3~I
2 ~ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0-2 -1 0
2 ~ 1 0 2 2 1 C- 0 1 3 3 0
2 ~ 1 2'? 4:3 0-1 -1 -'? -1
6 ~ 1 2 4 6 3
2 ~ 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 '? 0
D-
2 ~ 1 0'? '? 1 0 1-1 1-1




:3 0 -1 0 0
0 '? -1 0 0
-1 -1 1 0 0 . J -
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
~ o 0 0 0 0~ ~o 0 0 0 0~
The matrix J reveals the kind of collinearit}-: .r.~ - z~z f r3 ,~s - rl f z2.
For the unrestricted model „~e get
b-( 1 01 0 0)', ~y~z-96
--(5 1 :3 :3 5 1 :3 :3)'. ~-~~-SS
E-( i I-i -1 i i-~ -i)'.
dim L- r(.~") - 3. à2 - 5~:3.
For the restricted model with constraints C,ve derive at first the canonical decomposi-
tion. Sínce
0 0 0 1 0
C-CJ- 0 0 0 -1 -1
0 0 0 0 016
the 3'd row necessarily be]ongs to C,. The other two rows form Co since
r(X )- 3, r(Co) - 2, r(.~'; Co) - 5,




0 0 -2 -1 0 1
0 1 3 3 0 I
L o -1 -1 -2 -1 ~
From (3.2)-(3.4) we get Jo - I5. So all linear combinations are identifiable in the
restricted model and therefore also D,3,;3 E Iío. From (4.7)-(4.9) we get
b, -(-1 1 0 0 0)'
z,-( 1-1 -1 1 1-1 -1 1)', ~-,~~-8
and so, with (4.12), (4.13), ( 4.15) and (4.3):
bo - b- b, - ('? - 1 1 1 0)' ,
zo -.Kbo -( 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2)' ,
~-0~2 - 8~ , ~eo~2 - 16 , dim Lo -'? , Qó - 8~3, dim Ro - 6.
Note that Cbo -(-2 2 0)' . So bo ~ Iío.
For sake of illustration we calculate the LS-estimate bo E lío from (4.18) using the
SAS-inverse of section 2:
bo-( 2-3 -1 2 0)', Jo-( 0 0-a)'.
Verify that Cbo -(0 0 0)' or that bo E~ío. It is easily verified that zo - Xbo.
In this example we have Jo - Ik. So bo - joJbo - Iobo.
For the linear combination we calculate ~sith (~l.l i):
Dbo - DloJbo - ~ 3 I , V{Dbo} -
la2 ( 5-4
1.
`OJ b L-~1 4J
Substitution of àó - 8~3 for ~2 gi~~es the estimate for V{Dbo}.
From (5.3), (5..5)-(.5.7) we get dim Lo, - 1 and
zo,-(3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3)', ~-o,l2-i'~.
So the F-v.alue for testing D~3 - 0„3 E Iío becomes
F,o - ~-oi ~2I dim Lo~ - i'2~ 1-~~7.
~eo~2~ dim Ro 16~6
Example 2(unbalanced two-way A~OVA with interaction and missing observations).
Consider the model
1Jijk - ~ } Eijk, Í~ - v ~ CYi ~ ~j ~ Í~ij











This leads to the linear model y- XQ t E E R8 with
p q , 12
Y - (V,~1,a2,~3,M1,Q2,711,Í12,721,Ï22,731,732) E R .
The matrix X contains the 0-1 values of the dummy variables. Note that the 8ih column
corresponding to 712 is 0 due to the fact that the cell (A1, B2) is empty. (Compare Searle
(1987), 10.4, ii for this way of modelling.)
We consider this linear model under the usual E-restrictions:
E;a; - 0, E~,'3~ - 0, ~~y;~ - 0 for all i, ~;7;~ - 0 for all j.
With these restrictions 712 is not identifiable and therefore ,(3 is not identifiable either.
With the SAS-inverse we get the class of all identifiable linear combinations:
Jol~ - (V } 732, ~1 } ~732, ~2 - 732, a3 - ~Y32, F~1 - i32, ~2 } ~i32,
Ï11 -~732, i12 } ~Í'32, ~Ï21 ~ Í32, Í~22 - 732, 731 } 732).
We find in this case
6-6o-(S -2 -1 0-2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0)'
6o-loJbo-b(33 -5 1~l -6 6-3 3 3-3 0 0)'
z- zo -(4 4 6 6 i ï 6 8)', ~ao~2 - 302
e-eo-(1 -1 1-I 1-1 0 0)', ~eo~2-6.
If we add the empty-cell restriction ~12 - O then Jo - I12 and therefore r3 is identifiable.
The value of bo is different:
óo-toóo-l'-2(ï3 -16 .3 11 -9 9 0 0 3-3 -3 3)'.
The other values remain unchanged.
By considering other additional restrictions we can construct Ai~OVA-tables with the
usual SS-types of SAS:
DF Type II Type III
intercept 1 ZSS 231 z3
A ~ ~ls 4ai
B 1 ?3 3
A X B 1
1 1
3 3
model 5 30'? :302
error 3 6 6
total S 30S 30S18
For this scheme the genera] restrictions are the r-restrictions and the empty-cell restric-
tion. For type III we add further restrictions for the hypotheses. For type II we add also
further restrictions to the general restrictions (for all i, j):
Type III hypothesis Type II hypothesis general
intercept v- 0 intercept v- 0 a; - O,Q; - O,y;; - 0
A a;-0 A a;-0 7;;-0
B Q; - 0 B Q; - 0 -y;; - 0
A x B -y;, - 0 .d x B 7;; - 0 -
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